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The human visual system e仟ortlessly rec0即Izes vanous objects made from many kinds of matenals, such as steel,
Wood, and plastic.1t is easy to infer their physical, functional, and multisensory propedies at a glance. This ability,
Which we use involuntarily, is ca11ed "material perception," and is broadly studied in various research fields to
Understand an important aspect ofthe visual system、 one cha11enging case is to distinguish a mirror (a perfect specular
Surface such as polished metal) from glass (a transparent and re介active medium) because their appearances are totaⅡy
derived from their sunoundings. Just changing thc surroundings or the object shape dramatica11y altcrs the image.
Thus, discdmination is hard and complex, and remains poorly understood.1n this thesis, we invest地ated ho、v the
Visual system distinguishes mirrors from glass materials, and clahlied what visual cues contribute to this task
First, we developed various models (classi5ers), which were designed to mimic the visual system and trained to
distinguish minor from glass using over 750,ooo images rendered by computer graphics. Then,、ve compared the
Perf0血ance ofん醐ans and the models,including thousands offeedfoNard neural networks and other models based
On "hand・en即neered" image features. For randomly selected images, humans and aⅡ models pcrfonned with high
accuracy, and theNfore correlated highly with one another. To tease the models apart, a series ofh1Ⅱ11an psychophysics
defined udiagnostlc" hnages were used to decouple the true mate負al class and the class perceived by humans. xve used
these ilnages for a large‑scale and organized optimi2ation to find a neural network that bel〕aves like h1Ⅱnans do. The
bestneNork was relatively sha110W, and none ofthe models correlated betterthan o.6 W北h human responses desP北e an
extensive and systematic search. These 6ndings imply the existence ofthree important gaps beNeen humans and the
networks, SUC11 as the fヒedback 雛C11itectLlre, training objective, and task generality
Next,、ve clalified visualstatic and dynamic cues that contribute to distinguishing mirror from glass as image and
Video stimuli, respechvely. A new image editing method that we proposed modulates the lulninance and c010r
Saturation pro"1es along the traJectory from ule object contour to its center. These two klnds of pixelinformation
altered material appearances between the milTor and glass in each other, suggesting thatthey contributed as static cues
Additiona11y, as dynamic cues, we found thatthe motion ratio beNeen the direction of object rotation and its opposite
direction detennined the extent ofmaterial appearance beNeen transpal'ent and specular reaective objects. our model
based on dynamic cues sU価Ciently identified the different materials
M01'eover, we tested two opticali11Usions involved in minor and glass to understand material perception in the
aspect of a bridge between a physical property and our perception. we focused on the glare i11Usion to test the
relationship beNeen brightness enhancement and self‑1Uminosity related to specular highlights of the materials. This
Was robust across stimulus intensities ranging from dark to light with subjective gray, white, and 1叩〕inous
appearances. we also discovered a new i11Usion in which a rotating glass prism was perceived as being made of a
mlnor, and simultaneously,1ts dlrection of rotation was also mlspercelved. Thls fin山ng suggests that the lnteractlon
between shape, surface properties, and iⅡUmlnatlon strongly affects our matenal and motionJudgements
Even though 、¥e only fbcused on t、vo specific materials that are common and basic, they have entirely different
Physlcal proper廿es and ennch our hves. our approach can expand the posslbilmes for other matenals or optlcal
Propedies to help uS 山lderstand the visual system mole deeply. Thus, this thesis clarified various aspects of
distinguishing mirror fiom glass and provided furtherrelated cha11enges

